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ABSTRACT

A multi-channel RF receiver uses an image rejection mixer
(e.g. double quadrature mixer) in the IF down conversion
stage for image side band rejection (whereby use of an IF
narrow band filter for image rejection may be omitted if
desired) and comprises a simplified frequency synthesizer
which generates both a “wandering” IF oscillator frequency

and an RF oscillator frequency for the up/down conversion
stages (being, for down conversion, from RF to IF and from

IF to base band. The IF used for a particular RF carrier
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(channel) is selected so as to be both an integer (N) sub
harmonic of that RF carrier and within the operating fre
quency band of the image rejection mixer. Advantageously,
the synthesizer comprises only one loop and one VCO,
wherein the IF oscillator signal is produced from the RF
oscillator signal by means of a frequency divider
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1
UP/DOWN CONVERSION CIRCUITRY FOR
RADIO TRANSCEIVER
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to circuitry for a radio transceiver
and in particular to up and down conversion circuitry which
uses a single frequency synthesizer for both the RF (radio
frequency) and IF (intermediate frequency) stages of fre
quency up and down conversion.
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BACKGROUND

In the transmitter portion of a transceiver used for com
municating digital data, a baseband information signal is
typically scrambled, encoded, and interleaved before being
modulated and then up-converted to a radio frequency, and
amplified, for radio (wireless) transmission. The receiver
portion of the transceiver performs the reverse processes
including down-converting a received RF signal to base

15

with use of the narrow band IF filter of the traditional

architecture to complement the results offiltering. As for the
traditional architecture, this new architecture which makes
20

band.

As is well known by persons skilled in the art, in a
traditional heterodyne receiver the up and down conversion
from baseband to RF and from RF to baseband, respectively,
is done in two stages to introduce an intermediary frequency
(IF). In the up conversion process (converting from base
band to RF), a first stage uses an IF oscillator signal and a
second stage uses an RF oscillator signal. This two-stage
process is used because the side band signals (referred to as
the image side band and the desired side band) that would
result from a single stage up or down conversion would
require the use of a high Q, off-chip filter to extract the
information signal (representing a relatively high cost solu
tion).
For the two-stage up conversion process in the transmit
ter, the baseband information signal is first converted to an
IF band information signal (this first stage being the up
conversion IF stage) by multiplying the baseband signal by
an IF oscillator signal using a mixer. This produces two side
band signals centred around the IF. To extract the IF band
information signal a narrow band filter is used (i.e. this filter
being sufficiently narrow to exclude any signals in the
undesired image band or IF carrier feed-through signal). In
the second stage (being the up-conversion RF stage) the
filtered IF band information signal is again converted to a
higher frequency band, this time to an RF band information
signal, by multiplying the IF band information signal by an
RF oscillator signal using a mixer. This produces two side
band signals centred around the RF but, because the fre
quency spread between them is at least twice the IF, the
desired band signal can be filtered out using a relatively
simple (low Q) band pass filter.
In a multi-channel transceiver several different adjacent
band RF information signals are received. At each down
conversion stage of the receiver, this results in the presence
of undesired signals in the image band for a desired infor
mation signal and these undesired signals must be excluded.
For the first down conversion stage (referred to herein as the
down conversion RF stage), a mixer multiplies the RF
information signal by an RF oscillator signal and this results
in adjacent band RF signals being translated to adjacent
band IF signals. To extract the desired IF band information
signal from these other adjacent band signals, a narrow band
filter is used. In the second stage (referred to herein as the
down conversion IF stage) the extracted IF band information
signal is again down-converted by multiplying the IF band
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information signal by an IF oscillator signal using a mixer.
This produces the desired base band information signal.
In the foregoing traditional heterodyne down conversion
architecture it is necessary to provide a sufficiently low IF
frequency to permit sufficient filtering to occur to achieve
high levels of rejection of the adjacent band signals, and in
particular, the image side band signals.
More recently, with the development of an on-chip double
quadrature mixer (also known as a complex mixer), a new
receiver architecture is being proposed which would use the
good tracking ability of a double-quadrature mixer to
achieve substantial rejection (e.g. 40 dB) of the undesired
image band signal. It is proposed in the industry that such
use of a double-quadrature mixer will be used in conjunction
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use of a double-quadrature mixer topology is also limited to
a relatively low IF because the known double-quadrature
mixers are non-operative at high RF frequencies. It is known
that a realizable double-quadrature mixer is presently lim
ited to maximum operating frequency of about 500 MHz.
Since the usage of a narrow band filter at the IF frequency
band fixes the IF frequency, the known heterodyne receiver
architectures require a frequency synthesizer that is able to
“tune” all RF channel frequencies to a single IF frequency.
For example, for a receiver designed to receive RF infor
mation signals in accordance with the 802.11a 5 GHz
wireless standard, the receiver must be able to tune to each

of the 8 different RF channels defined by this standard. In
addition, it must provide a constant value IF oscillator signal
to down-convert the IF band information signal to base
band. This need for both a tunable and a fixed frequency
signal for the heterodyne down-conversion process has been
fulfilled in known receivers by a relatively complex fre
quency synthesizer design incorporating at least two feed
back loops with individual VCO’s (voltage controlled oscil
lators).
Accordingly, there is a need for an improved design for
transceiver up and down converters. In addition, there is a
need for a transceiver up and down converter using a
simplified frequency synthesizer.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the invention down conversion cir
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cuitry is provided for use in a radio transceiver for down
converting, in two stages, a received RF information signal
to a base band information signal, wherein a first stage
converts the RF information signal to an IF information
signal and a second stage converts the IF information signal
to the base band information signal. A mixer component
down converts the RF information signal to the IF informa
tion signal using an RF oscillator signal. An image rejection
mixer component (e.g. a double quadrature mixer) down
converts the IF information signal to the base band signal
using an IF oscillator signal, the down converting achieving
substantial image signal rejection (e.g. 40 dB). A frequency
synthesizer generates each of the RF and IF oscillator
signals whereby the IF oscillator signal is an integer (N)
sub-harmonic of the RF oscillator signal and the frequency
value of the IF oscillator signal is pre-selected to be within
the operating frequency band of the image rejection mixer
component. For use in a multiple channel transceiver, the
frequency synthesizer generates RF and IF oscillator signals

US 7,194,044 B2
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ing preselecting the frequency value of the IF oscillator
signal to be within the operating frequency band of the
image rejection up conversion means.

3
for each channel of the multiple channels and each IF
oscillator signal is of a different frequency from one channel
to another.

The frequency synthesizer preferably comprises a first
frequency divider configured for dividing the RF oscillator
signal frequency for each channel by an integer value N to
produce the IF oscillator signal for that channel. A single
feedback loop is preferably included, comprising a second
frequency divider, a reference frequency source, multiplier
means, low pass filter means and a voltage controlled
oscillator wherein the RF oscillator signal is derived from
the output of the voltage controlled oscillator. The second
frequency divider is configured for dividing the output of the
voltage controlled oscillator by a preselected integer value
M calculated to establish a desired frequency for the output
of the voltage controlled oscillator based on the reference
frequency wherein a different value of M is preselected for
each channel to establish an RF oscillator signal associated
with that channel. In one exemplary embodiment the RF
oscillator signals are spaced 18 MHz apart for the multiple
channels, the IF oscillator signals are spaced 2 MHz apart
for the multiple channels and the value N is 9.
Also in accordance with the invention there is provided a
method for down converting, in two stages, a received RF
information signal to a base band information signal wherein
a first stage converts the RF information signal to an IF
information signal and a second the stage converts the IF
information signal to the base band information signal. The
RF information signal is down converted to the IF informa
tion signal using an RF oscillator signal. The IF information
signal is down converted to the base band signal using image
rejection down conversion means for achieving substantial
image signal rejection and an IF oscillator signal. Each of
the RF and IF oscillator signals is generated whereby the IF
oscillator signal is an integer (N) sub-harmonic of the RF
oscillator signal, including preselecting the frequency value
of the IF oscillator signal to be within the operating fre
quency band of the image rejection down conversion means.
The method may be applied for use in a multiple channel
radio transceiver whereby the RF and IF oscillator signals
are generated for each channel of the multiple channels and
each of the IF oscillator signals has a different frequency

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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A circuit architecture for the traditional prior art hetero
dyne receiver is shown in FIG. 1 in which a local oscillator
LO1 20, providing an RF oscillator signal, is used for a first
down conversion of an RF band information signal (RF.) to
an IF band signal using a mixer component 30, a second
local oscillator LO2 50, providing an IF oscillator signal, is
used for a second down conversion of the IF band informa

from one channel to another.

The invention further provides up conversion circuitry for
use in a radio transceiver comprising an image rejection
mixer component configured for up converting the base
band information signal to the IF information signal using an
IF oscillator signal, said up converting achieving substantial
image signal rejection; a mixer component configured for up
converting the IF information signal to the RF information
signal using an RF oscillator signal; and, a frequency
synthesizer configured for generating each of the RF and IF
oscillator signals whereby the IF oscillator signal is an
integer (N) sub-harmonic of the RF oscillator signal and the
frequency value of the IF oscillator signal is preselected to
be within the operating frequency band of the image rejec
tion mixer component.
A method for up converting a base band information
signal to an RF information signal is also provided and
comprises up converting the base band information signal to
the IF information signal using image rejection up conver
sion means and an IF oscillator signal, whereby substantial
image signal rejection is achieved; up converting the IF
information signal to the RF information signal using an RF
oscillator signal; and, generating each of the RF and IF
oscillator signals whereby the IF oscillator signal is an
integer (N) sub-harmonic of the RF oscillator signal, includ

An embodiment of the present invention is described in
detail below with reference to the following drawings in
which like references pertain to like elements throughout:
FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a prior art
traditional heterodyne receiver architecture;
FIGS. 2(a), (b) and (c) are frequency spectrum graphs
illustrating the relevant frequency spectrum occupied by
signals received by a multi-channel transceiver during the
RF, IF and BB (base band) down conversion stages, respec
tively;
FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a component
topology for a prior art circuit of an image rejection complex
(double quadrature) mixer,
FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a wandering IF
heterodyne receiver architecture in accordance with the
invention in which a double quadrature mixer is used to
achieve image side band rejection at the IF stage and the RF
and IF oscillator signals are generated from the same fre
quency synthesizer; and,
FIG. 5 is a table showing exemplary frequencies (LO1
and LO2) generated from the frequency synthesizer illus
trated in FIG. 4 together with the corresponding integer
values of M for the frequency divider within the synthesizer
loop of FIG. 4.
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tion signal (IF.) 45 to base band using a mixer 35 and a
narrow band filter (BPF) 40 is provided to extract the IF,
signal 45 at the IF stage prior to the second down conver
sion. For a multi-carrier application, such as an embodiment
implementing the 802.11a 5 GHz wireless standard, the local
oscillator LO1 20, providing the RF oscillator signal, must
be tunable to multiple RF carrier frequencies.
FIG. 2(a) illustrates portions of the frequency spectrum
occupied by an exemplary RF signal received at a multi
channel receiver antenna 10 and FIGS. 2(b) and (c) illustrate
portions of the occupied frequency spectrum following the
RF and IF down conversion stages, respectively. As shown
by the filter mask outline 25 in FIG. 2(a), the received RF
information signal (RF) 15 is extracted from the received
signal by a band pass filter 25 so as to exclude signals in the
adjacent band IM1. As is well understood in the art of radio
communications, the frequency separation. S1 between the
RF local oscillator LO1 and the start of the RF, band is equal
to IF (the intermediate frequency used to down convert the
signal to baseband) plus any amount S2 that may apply. As
shown by FIG. 2(b) the first down conversion of RF, results
in both an image side band signal IM2 32 and the desired IF
information signal IF, 45 in close proximity thereto in the
frequency spectrum (since the spectral bandwidth S2
between each of the signals IF, and IM2 and the local
oscillator LO2 is just the small amount of bandwidth

US 7,194,044 B2
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limitation requiring a single fixed IF matched to such a filter.

5
between DC and the start of the base band information signal
BB, as shown by FIG. 2(c)). Because the bandwidth S2 is
relatively small it is necessary that a narrow band filter be
used, as shown by the dotted outline 42, to extract the
desired signal IF. FIG. 2(c) shows the result of the second
down conversion of the information signal from IF to base
band where the base band information signal BB, is
extracted using a low pass filter 56 as shown by the dotted

Instead, in accordance with the invention, the IF used for a

outline 52.

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a component
topology for prior art circuitry for a double quadrature
(complex) mixer 80. As is well-known in the art the double
quadrature mixer 80 processes an input signal comprising a
desired IF band information signal and an undesired IF
image band signal to produce a base band output signal 85
comprising the information signal of the desired IF band
and, at the same time, reject the signal of the undesired
image band. The input signal, which comprises the IF, signal
45 in FIG. 3, is split into its quadrature components using a
quadrature splitter 200 which calculates, in real time, the
sine and cosine of the time varying phase of the input signal
including that of the IF, signal. Another quadrature splitter
210 produces quadrature oscillator signals. Combinations of
these quadrature signals are multiplied by four mixers 230,
as illustrated, and the multiplier outputs are added together
and combined by a quadrature signal combiner 220 to
produce a base band output 85 of which any undesired image
band signal component has been substantially rejected (e.g.
signal rejection of 40 dB or more). As such, the mixer 80 is
more generally referred to hereinafter as an image rejection
mixer component. The meaning of the term image rejection
mixer component herein means any suitable mixer, without
limitation to a double quadrature mixer as used in the
illustrated embodiment, configured to achieve substantial
image rejection.
The inventor has determined that in a receiver employing
the more recent circuit architecture (i.e. an architecture
which uses a complex i.e. double quadrature mixer in the IF
down conversion stage for image side band rejection), the
image rejection achieved by the complex mixer is sufficient
to avoid any need to also use an IF narrow band pass filter
to extract IF, and reject (exclude) the IF image IM2. Further,
the inventor has developed an improved receiver architec
ture, comprising a simplified frequency synthesizer, which
takes advantage of this determination. Specifically, the
inventor has developed a receiver which uses preselected
“wandering” IF frequencies whereby the IF band signal
changes in direct relationship to changes from one RF
frequency channel to another. The inventor’s novel use of a
wandering IF frequency in the down conversion circuitry of
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the receiver is combined with a realization of the IF oscil

lator signal as an integer sub-harmonic of the received RF
oscillator signal. As a result, the synthesizer of the down
conversion circuitry of the invention advantageously com
prises only one synthesizer loop 100 (see FIG. 4), wherein
the IF oscillator signal is produced from the RF oscillator
signal by means of a simple frequency divider 105 (see FIG.
4).
FIG. 4 illustrates, in schematic block diagram form, a
wandering IF heterodyne receiver architecture in accordance
with the invention. An image rejection mixer component 80,
in the illustrated embodiment being a double quadrature
mixer, is used to achieve image side band rejection at the IF
stage and any use of a band pass filter to exclude undesired
signals is optional only (not required). Since there is no
longer a need for the prior art narrow band pass filter (such
as filter 40), there is also no longer a need for the prior art

particular RF carrier (channel) is preselected so as to be both
an integer (N) sub-harmonic of that RF carrier and within the
operating frequency band of the selected image rejection
mixer component 80. For the down conversion circuitry of
the illustrated embodiment of FIG. 4, which complies with
the 802.11a 5 GHz wireless standard, the eight RF LO1
signals are those in the first column of the table of FIG. 5.
As shown, the LO1 signals are spaced 18 MHz apart,
starting at 4662 MHz and ending at 4788 MHz. The corre
sponding preselected IF oscillator signals LO2, starting at
518 MHz and ending at 532 MHz, are integer (N) sub
harmonics of those LO1 signal frequencies and obtained
therefrom by means of a frequency divider 105 of which the
Advantageously, because of the ability for the IF oscilla
tor frequency to “wander” (i.e. to not be fixed to a narrow
band pass filter frequency) in the down conversion circuitry
of this invention and, in turn, the integer relationship
between the RF and IF oscillator signals, a simplified
frequency synthesizer is used to generate the RF and IF
oscillator signals. A single frequency synthesizer loop 100 is
provided to generate all of the LO1 and LO2 signals required
for a multi-channel receiver. As shown by FIG. 4, a refer
ence frequency signal 104 is provided by a crystal 102 and
this is input to the synthesizer feedback loop 100 comprising
a multiplier 108, a low pass filter 112, a voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) 115 and a frequency divider 116. The
frequency of the output of the voltage controlled oscillator
115 is locked by the loop 100 at a preselected frequency
value for LO1 (the RF oscillator signal), based on the value
applied to M. This is because the VCO output is divided by
the frequency divider 116 and the signal produced by the
divider is multiplied by the reference frequency such that
any difference between the inputs to the multiplier results in
a proportional signal being output from the filter 112 which
would then change the VCO input and output until a steady
state output is produced by the VCO equal to M times the
reference frequency.
For the synthesizer of the illustrated embodiment a ref
erence frequency of 18 MHz is selected and, accordingly, the
integer values of M shown in FIG. 5 are preselected to
produce the desired LO1 frequencies for a particular 802.11a
5 GHz application based on the particular reference fre
quency selected. The values of M shown in FIG. 5 are
calculated to produce the corresponding LO1 frequencies
shown in the left-hand column of FIG. 5, these being the
preselected RF oscillator signal frequencies of a multi
channel (viz. 8 channel) 802.11a 5 GHz transceiver. For
example, the first preselected RF frequency (LO1) is 4662
MHz so the value of M is required to be 259 for a reference
frequency of 18 MHz (i.e. 4662+259=18). Each of the
values of M are selected in similar manner for the corre

55

sponding RF oscillator signal use for the particular channel
to which M is applied.
It is to be understood that in accordance with the present
invention claimed herein it is not intended to limit the
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up/down conversion circuitry to any particular RF stage
mixer component. For example, the mixer component 30
shown in FIG. 4 could be a quadrature mixer (i.e. two
mixers) or a single mixer. Equally, the input and output
signals of the image rejection mixer component 80 could be
real or complex depending upon the specific circuit con
figuration selected for a particular application. It is also to be
understood that although the exemplary circuitry shown in
FIG. 4 does not include a band pass filter (BPF) between the

US 7,194,044 B2
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RF mixer 30 and the image rejection mixer component 80,
it may be desired for a particular application to include such
a filter. If such a BPF is selected for use, however, its pass
band must be wide enough to encompass all desired IF bands
in a multi-channel transceiver application and it may take
the form of a real BPF, a complex BPF (producing gain in
the pass band) or a polyphase passive BPF.
It will be understood by persons skilled in the art that
although the invention is illustrated herein with reference to
down conversion circuitry in a receiver it may, also, be
implemented in up conversion circuitry in a transmitter in
similar but reverse manner to the down conversion imple

10

mentation herein described.

The individual electronic and processing functions uti
lised in the foregoing described embodiment are, individu
ally, well understood by those skilled in the art. It is to be
understood by the reader that a variety of other implemen
tations may be devised by skilled persons for substitution.
Persons skilled in the field of radio communication design
will be readily able to apply the present invention to an
appropriate implementation means for a given application.
Consequently, it is to be understood that the particular
embodiments shown and described herein by way of illus
tration is not intended to limit the scope of the inventions
claimed by the inventor which are defined by the appended
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8. A method for use in a radio transceiver for down

25

What is claimed is:

channels.

nel.

7. Down conversion circuitry according to claim 6
wherein said RF oscillator signals are spaced 18 MHz apart
for said multiple the channels, and said IF oscillator signals
are spaced 2 MHz apart for the channels and said value N is

claims.

1. Down conversion circuitry for use in a radio transceiver
for down converting a received RF information signal to a
base band information signal in two stages wherein a first
said stage converts said RF information signal to an IF
information signal and a second said stage converts said IF
information signal to said base band information signal, said
down conversion circuitry comprising:
a mixer component configured for down converting said
RF information signal to said IF information signal
using an RF oscillator signal;
an image rejection mixer component configured for down
converting said IF information signal to said base band
signal using an IF oscillator signal and achieving image
signal rejection of said IF information signal; and,
a frequency synthesizer configured for generating one or
more of said RF or IF oscillator signals, or combina
tions thereof, wherein said IF oscillator signal is an
integer (N) sub-harmonic of said RF oscillator signal
and a frequency value of said IF oscillator signal is
pre-selected to be within an operating frequency band
of said image rejection mixer component.
2. Down conversion circuitry according to claim 1
wherein image signal rejection of said IF information signal
comprises a magnitude of at least 40 dB.
3. Down conversion circuitry according to claim 2
wherein said image rejection mixer component comprises a
double quadrature mixer.
4. Down conversion circuitry according to claim 1 herein
said frequency synthesizer is capable of generating RF or IF
oscillator signals, or combinations thereof, for one or more
channels of a multiple channel transceiver and wherein one
or more of the IF oscillator signals comprises a different
frequency from one of the channels to another.
5. Down conversion circuitry according to claim 4
wherein said frequency synthesizer comprises a first fre
quency divider configured for dividing the RF oscillator
signal frequency for one or more of the channels by an
integer value N to produce the IF oscillator signal for the

8
6. Down conversion circuitry according to claim 5
wherein said frequency synthesizer comprises a feedback
loop and said first frequency divider, said feedback loop
comprising a second frequency divider, a reference fre
quency source, multiplier means, low pass filter means and
a voltage controlled oscillator wherein said RF oscillator
signal derives from the output of said voltage controlled
oscillator, said second frequency divider being configured
for dividing said output of said voltage controlled oscillator
by a preselected integer value M calculated to establish a
desired frequency for said output of said voltage controlled
oscillator based on said reference frequency, wherein a
different value of M is preselected for each said channel to
establish an RF oscillator signal associated with said chan

30

converting, in two stages, a received RF information signal
to a base band information signal wherein a first said stage
converts said RF information signal to an IF information
signal and a second said stage converts said IF information
signal to said base band information signal, said method
comprising:
down converting said RF information signal to said IF
information signal using an RF oscillator signal;
down converting said IF information signal to said base
band signal to provide image signal rejection, and an IF
oscillator signal; and
generating one or more of said RF or IF oscillator signals,
or combinations thereof, wherein said IF oscillator

35

40

signal comprises an integer (N) sub-harmonic of said
RF oscillator signal, said generating including prese
lecting the frequency value of said IF oscillator signal
to be within an operating frequency band of said down
converting said IF information signal.
9. A method according to claim 8 said down converting
said IF information signal results in image signal rejection of
at least 40 dB.

45

50

10. A method according to claim 8 wherein said RF or IF
oscillator signals, or combinations thereof, are generated for
one or more channels of a multiple channel transceiver and
one or more of said IF oscillator signals has a different
frequency from one or more other channels.
11. A method according to claim 10 wherein said gener
ating comprises dividing one or more of said RF oscillator
signal frequencies for one or more of said channels by an
integer value N to produce said IF oscillator signal for said
channel.

55
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12. A method according to claim 11 wherein said gener
ating uses a feedback loop comprising a second frequency
divider, a reference frequency source, multiplier means, low
pass filter means and a voltage controlled oscillator wherein
said RF oscillator signal is derived from an output of said
voltage controlled oscillator and said output is divided by a
preselected integer value M calculated to establish a desired
frequency for said output based at least in part on said
reference frequency.
13. A method according to claim 12, wherein a different
value of M is preselected for one or more of said channels
to establish an RF oscillator signal associated with said
channel.

14. A method according to claim 13 wherein said RF
oscillator signals are spaced 18 MHz apart for one or more

US 7,194,044 B2
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of said channels, and said IF oscillator signals are spaced 2
Mhz apart for one or more of said channels and said value
N is 9.
15. An apparatus, comprising:
means for down converting an RF information signal to
an IF information signal using an RF oscillator signal;
means for down converting the IF information signal to a
base band signal to provide image signal rejection, and
to provide an IF oscillator signal; and
means for generating one or more of the RF oscillator
signal or the IF oscillator signal, or combinations
thereof, wherein the IF oscillator signal comprises an
integer (N) sub-harmonic of the RF oscillator signal,
and for preselecting the frequency value of the IF
oscillator signal to be within an operating frequency
band of said IF information signal down converting
IIlêallS.
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18. An apparatus as claimed in claim 17 wherein said
generating means comprises means for dividing one or more
of the RF oscillator signal frequencies for one or more of the
channels by an integer value N to produce the IF oscillator
signal for the channel.
19. An apparatus as claimed in claim 18, wherein said
generating means uses a feedback loop comprising a second
frequency divider, a reference frequency source, multiplier
means, low pass filter means and a voltage controlled
oscillator wherein the RF oscillator signal is derived from an
output of the voltage controlled oscillator and the output is
divided by a preselected integer value M calculated to
establish a desired frequency for the output based at least in
part on the reference frequency.
20. An apparatus as claimed in claim 19, wherein a
different value of M is preselected for one or more of the
channels to establish an RF oscillator signal associated with

16. An apparatus as claimed in claim 15, wherein said IF
information signal down converting means is capable of the channel.
21. An apparatus as claimed in claim 20 wherein the RF
20
providing image signal rejection of at least 40 dB.
17. An apparatus as claimed in claim 15, wherein the RF oscillator signals are spaced about 18 MHz apart for one or
oscillator signal or the IF oscillator signal, or combinations more of the multiple channels, and the IF oscillator signals
thereof, are generated for one or more channels of a multiple are spaced about 2 MHz apart for one or more of said the
channel transceiver and one or more IF oscillator signals of channels and said value N is 9.
one or more channels has a different frequency from the IF 25
oscillator signal of one or more other channels.

